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Woodmoor Public Safety Dispatch Summary

Grand Total: 79

Date Arrive Location: OfficerID: Category Nature

12/1/2021 5:03:00 PM Lewis Palmer Elementary School Drew Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP states a number of children were at the playground launching model rockets. 5W47 and myself responded and made contact with approximately 10 students and a 
teacher who were all part of the STEM program. They were launching model rockets as a display for the students. BWC available, code 4.

12/1/2021 8:31:00 PM Prescotts Inc. Justin Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found an open shipping container with keys in lock. Secured keys and locked container. Keys delivered the following day.

12/2/2021 12:36:00 AM Ascent Church Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed the right Event Center door unsecure.  I was able to secure the door without incident.  Code 4.

12/2/2021 7:51:00 PM Marsh Common Area Justin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP reports a suspicious person in the marsh common area. I responded and made contact with a resident who was walking their dogs. Nothing suspicious noted.

12/2/2021 8:30:00 PM Woodmoor Center Justin Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the rear library door unsecured. I notified PPLD Security and they advised that they will be securing the door.

12/2/2021 11:25:00 PM Winding Hills Road Bobby Assist Assist Other Agency-Fire

TLFD dispatched to a fire alarm at the above address.  TLFD inspected the residence and found no reason for activation.  Code 4.

12/3/2021 12:49:00 AM Ascent Church Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed both Event Center doors unsecure.  I was able to secure both doors without incident.  Code 4.

12/3/2021 11:44:00 PM Shadowood Drive Karl Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Founded

RP reports a dog at the above address has been barking for over three hours and believes the residents are not home.  Upon arrival in the area I could hear a large dog 
barking nearly non-stop.  I staged just south of the address on Shadowood Drive and was able to determine that the barking was coming from the backyard of the house.  
Violation notice issued and left at front door.  BWC used.

12/4/2021 8:14:00 PM Tall Pine Lane Karl Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical call

12/4/2021 11:22:00 PM Ascent Church Shannon Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found both Event Center door unsecured. I contacted the business contacts on file and left voicemails, I wasn't able to secure the doors.

12/5/2021 10:46:00 PM Ascent Church Shannon Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found both the Event Center doors ajar. I was able to secure the door without any further incidents.

12/7/2021 8:05:00 AM White Fawn Drive Kevin Alarm Alarm

RP states while walking past the above address, she could hear what sounded like an alarm.  I responded and checked the area and could not find any noise such as an 
alarm.
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12/7/2021 7:23:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Drew Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Accident

Received page of traffic accident on Woodmoor Drive just north of Woodstone Way. Reported as vehicle that flipped over several times. TLFD on scene upon arrival, 
performed traffic control until released by TLFD. No injuries reported, all parties refused transport. BWC available, code 4.

12/8/2021 1:15:00 AM Ascent Church Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed both Event Center doors unsecure.  I was able to secure them without incident.  Code 4.

12/8/2021 11:29:00 PM Church of Woodmoor Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed the west sanctuary door unsecure.  I was able to secure the door without incident.  Code 4.

12/9/2021 11:02:00 PM Ascent Church Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed both Event Center doors unsecure.  I was able to secure them without incident.  Code 4.

12/10/2021 1:17:00 PM Shadowood Drive Drew Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Accident

RP advised VID3259 that slid off the road at the intersection of White Fawn and Shadowood Drive. I arrived on scene to find VID3259 stuck in a ditch with no drivers nearby. 
I cleared the scene to check back later. Later on the vehicle had been removed. BWC available, code 4.

12/10/2021 11:51:00 PM Ascent Church Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed the left Event Center door unsecure.  I was able to secure the door without incident.  Code 4.

12/11/2021 1:10:00 AM Pebble Beach Way Bobby Animal Complaint Barking Dog - Founded

RP called stating a dog was barking somewhere in the area.  I responded and was able to find a black dog barking nonstop in a side yard of the above address.  I contacted 
the resident who apologized and immediately corrected the issue.  No violation notice issued due to immediate correction of the issue and resident compliance.  Code 4.  
BWC available.

12/11/2021 9:36:00 PM Indian Summer Lane Karl Assist Assist Other Agency-Fire

TLMFD dispatched to the above address for a kitchen fire.  I responded and assisted with traffic control until released by TLMFD personnel.  Appliance fire in kitchen 
(dishwasher) caused smoke to emit from the appliance and the socket.  TLMFD personnel disconnected the dishwasher and verified no other hazards existed.

12/11/2021 11:35:00 PM Harness Road Shannon Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP reported a young, white male, dressed all in black was sitting on the edge of the road and was concerned.  I responded and the party was GOA.

12/12/2021 9:07:00 AM Top O'the Moor Drive West Art Assist Assist Other Agency-Utility

RP reports a water main break near the above address.  I responded and found water coming from underneath the asphalt near the address.  A traffic cone was placed at 
the location and the on-call Woodmoor Water & Sanitation was notified.

12/12/2021 11:35:00 AM South Park Drive Art Alarm Alarm

Received an automated text from ADT Security for a burglary alarm for the above address.  I responded and contacted the pet-sitter who stated she entered the wrong 
alarm code.  I contacted the homeowner by cell number and it was verified that the individual was authorized to be at the residence.  Code 4.

12/12/2021 1:31:00 PM Top O'the Moor Drive East Art Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical.

12/12/2021 5:37:00 PM Oakwood Drive Karl Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical call

12/12/2021 6:22:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Karl Assist Assist Other Agency-Utility

Woodmoor Water and Sanitation personnel requested assistance with traffic control around a massive water main break on Woodmoor Drive between Monument Hill 
Road and Lake Woodmoor Drive.  Provided traffic control and 4 large reflective cones.  They will either bring them back to us at our garage or to their office and call when 
they are done with the cones.

12/13/2021 2:23:00 AM Ascent Church Shannon Open Doors Open Door/Window

While conducting a business check at the above location, I found the left, Event Center door ajar. I was able to secure the door without any further incidents.

12/13/2021 4:38:00 PM Aspenwood Drive Karl Assist Assist Other Agency-Fire

TLMFD dispatched to the above address for a gas leak.  It was found coming from the construction site behind PRHS where they hit a gas line.  Code 4.

12/13/2021 6:32:00 PM New London Road Karl Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Hazard

RP reports a hole in pavement and a larger hole underneath the pavement on the southwest corner of New London Road at the intersection with Grist Mill Way.  Upon 
arrival I found the hole in the pavement to be about 8 inches around, and the hole underneath the pavement was at least 24 inches deep and about 36 inches wide with no 
earth supporting the road surface.  I placed two traffic cones to guide vehicles around the compromised surface and notified County Roads and they stated they will 
dispatch a repair team ASAP.
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12/13/2021 9:05:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Karl Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical call

12/14/2021 10:00:00 AM Oakwood Drive Art Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical.

12/14/2021 5:21:00 PM Lower Lake Road Karl Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP reports a teenaged white male in dark clothing walking around her house and she is scared.  She states she has a teenaged daughter, but she didn't recognize the 
person.  Upon arrival, I checked around the house and didn't see anyone in the area.  I attempted contact with RP but got no answer to the door.  As I walking down the 
driveway, the RP's husband returned home.  I advised him of my findings and he stated that his wife told him that the male left about one minute prior to my arrival 
heading west.  A check of surrounding streets met with negative results.  Code 4.

12/14/2021 9:41:00 PM Bowstring Road Karl Assist Check The Welfare

Per 5W41 instructed me to return to the office and get the key from the WPS key box and 5W53 to conduct a welfare check.  We responded and after using the key to gain 
entry, individual was contacted and appeared disoriented and confused and would only answer "No" to nearly every question posed.  Emergency services were summoned 
and resident was transported to Memorial North.  Notified 5W41 of situation.  BWC used.

12/15/2021 7:22:00 PM South Park Drive Drew Assist Citizen Assist

RP, PID 6297, states that while at the Kum and Go gas station they accidentally locked their keys in their car and requested lockout assistance. I was able to get the keys out 
of the vehicle using the lockout kit without damage. Release of Liability signed and understood. Code 4.

12/16/2021 12:56:00 AM Ascent Church Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed the left Event Center door partially unsecure.  The interior handles were tied together but the left door was not fully closed.  I 
was able to secure the door without incident.  Code 4.

12/16/2021 12:10:00 PM White Fawn Drive Kevin Alarm Alarm

ADT states of a front door activation at the above address.  I responded and contacted an electrical contractor at the house.  Owner contacted, code 4, accidental activation.

12/16/2021 12:20:00 PM Misty Morning Drive Kevin Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Hazard

RP states an aspen tree has fallen and in the roadway.  I responded and was able to remove the dead aspen tree out of the roadway.

12/16/2021 6:20:00 PM Lower Lake Road Drew Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP called stating that a vehicle was parked in front of the above address. I responded and found VID 3261 parked with its lights on. I contacted the driver of the vehicle who 
stated that they were looking for a hotel nearby. I gave directions to the Marriott off of Baptist. They promptly left the area. BWC available, notified RP of my findings. Code 
4.

12/17/2021 12:32:00 AM Ascent Church Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed both Event Center doors unsecure.  I was able to secure both doors without incident.  Code 4.

12/17/2021 3:47:00 AM Lewis Palmer High School Bobby Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While in the area, I observed VID 3262 parked in the south lot with its lights on.  I made contact with a juvenile male and juvenile female  I advised them they were not 
permitted to be on school property after hours.  The left property without incident.  Code 4.  BWC available.

12/17/2021 9:30:00 PM Misty Morning Drive Justin Open Doors Open Door/Window

While conducting a vacation check at the above address, I found a vehicle that appeared to be unlocked. I contacted the H.O. who gave me permission to enter the vehicle 
in order to secure it. For reasons unknown, the vehicle locks were not working properly. I was not able to completely secure the vehicle, H.O. was advised. BWC used.

12/17/2021 11:42:00 PM Toboggan Hill Bobby Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While in the area, I observed VID 3264 parked in the lot at the above location.  I contacted a juvenile male and juvenile female and informed them they were not permitted 
in common areas after dark.  They complied and left without incident.  Code 4.  BWC available.

12/18/2021 1:01:00 AM El Dorado Way Bobby Alarm Alarm

Alarm company states of a front entry burglar alarm at the above address.  5W47 and myself responded and found a PLPD officer had just arrived.  We checked the exterior 
and found the home secure.  I contacted the H.O. and I relayed our findings.  I contacted the alarm company and relayed our findings.  Code 4.  Unknown reason for 
activation.  BWC available.

12/18/2021 1:21:00 AM Ascent Church Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed the right Event Center door unsecure.  I was able to secure the door without incident.  Code 4.

12/18/2021 5:44:00 AM Willow Park Way Bobby Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical call
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12/18/2021 5:06:00 PM Woodmoor Drive Drew Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP, PID 6300, states VID 3265 is outside of the business they work at and that the occupants of VID 3265 keep trying to gain access to the building. Myself and 5W47 
responded and were able to make contact with PID's 6299 and 6298 who stated they were trying to access the building because they had been contracted to paint the 
interior of the building by the new owner. When asked if they had any proof of their claim they could not produce any form of work order or contract. They did produce a 
business card. They were actively attempting to contact the building owner, PID 6302. I advised that they not attempt to access the building again unless they made contact 
with the building owner. They stated they would try to contact them for an additional 10 minutes then leave. BWC available, code 4.

12/19/2021 9:20:00 AM Jack Boot Road Chad Assist Assist Other Agency-Utility

RP said water was flowing across the road on Jack Boot and Paver Way.  I responded and found a large amount of water flowing from the side of the road at the 
intersection.  I contacted Woodmoor Water and stayed on scene until they arrived.

12/19/2021 6:14:00 PM Deer Creek Road Karl Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Hazard

The stop/street name sign at the intersection of Deer Creek Road and Monument Hill Road is lying on the ground.  Notified County Roads dispatcher who is sending 
someone to replace it.

12/19/2021 7:24:00 PM Lewis Palmer Elementary School Karl Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the door to the left of the Electrical Room propped open with a door stopper.  I was able to secure the door on site without 
incident.  Code 4.

12/19/2021 10:18:00 PM Church of Woodmoor Shannon Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the sanctuary door ajar. I was able to secure the door without any further incidents.

12/20/2021 12:51:00 AM Ascent Church Shannon Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found the right, Event Center door ajar. I was able to secure the door without any further incidents.

12/20/2021 6:55:00 AM Winding Hills Road Chad Assist Check The Welfare

RP, neighbor states the resident at the above address has Covid and hasn't heard from her for a few days.  I responded and knocked several times and activated the ring 
doorbell, no response.  I left a business card on the front door asking the resident to contact WPS.  I called the phone number in the roster and it went directly to voicemail.  
I was able to get a different phone number from the office staff and talked to the resident at 1430hrs.  The resident was ok.  I told the RP that the resident was ok.

12/20/2021 4:52:00 PM Walters Point Art Assist Assist Other Agency-Fire

TLMFD received emergency notification concerning a possible carbon monoxide smell at the above address.  A check of the residence and entire townhouse results in 
negative results.  Code 4.

12/21/2021 12:03:00 AM Ascent Church Shannon Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I found both Event Center doors ajar. I secured both doors without any further incidents.

12/22/2021 9:32:00 PM Scrub Oak Circle Karl Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Hazard

Stop sign on southeast corner of the intersection of Scrub Oak Circle and Harness Way appears to have been run over.  Notified County Roads to have repairs done.

12/23/2021 2:29:00 PM Bowstring Road Drew Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on medical call.

12/23/2021 9:31:00 PM Lake Woodmoor Drive Drew Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Accident

Paged traffic accident at Lake Woodmoor and White Fawn. Arrived on scene and found VID 3266 in the dirt on the north east portion of the intersection. Vehicle was 
reportedly traveling at a high rate of speed (50mph+) when "they hit gravel" and lost control.  Vehicle had severe damage and all airbags were deployed and the vehicle 
was unoccupied, but running.  TLFD arrived and turned off the vehicle and the driver and a passenger arrived shortly after. TLFD requested CSP for suspicion of DUI. MPD 
arrived on scene to ensure the driver would not leave the scene until CSP's arrival. CSP arrived, and due to a refusal, arrested PID 6303 on suspicion of DUI. BWC available, 
code 4.

12/24/2021 2:13:00 AM Ascent Church Bobby Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above location, I observed the left Event Center door unsecure.  I was able to secure the door without incident.  Code 4.

12/24/2021 7:32:00 AM Caribou Drive West Justin Alarm Alarm

Received a text message from ADT regarding a burglar alarm at the above address. I made contact with the Home owner who advised were changing out the batteries in 
the alarm keypad. Code 4, BWC used.

12/24/2021 7:59:00 AM Caribou Drive West Justin Alarm Alarm

Received 2 more texts regarding an alarm activation at the above address. Given the nature of the previous call, I attempted to call the homeowner to see if they were still 
having issues with the keypad. I was unable to make contact by phone, so I responded back to the residence. I made contact again with the homeowner and was advised 
that the keypad was having issues. Homeowner advised me not to respond until they could get it back in working order. At 0816 hours, I received a call from the 
homeowner advising that they were able to fix the keypad and that we could resume normal protocols in responding to the address.

12/24/2021 11:41:00 PM Marsh Common Area Bobby Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

While in the area, I observed VID 3267 parked in the parking lot at the above location.  The vehicle was unoccupied.  Code 4.  BWC available.
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12/25/2021 4:33:00 PM Greenwood Drive Drew Noise Complaint Noise complaint

RP states air BnB renters were playing music outside at a loud volume. I responded and could hear the music from approximately 2 houses away. I contacted the renters 
and asked that the music be turned down. Music was turned down. BWC available, code 4.

12/26/2021 10:28:00 AM Woodmoor Center Justin Alarm Alarm

Security World alarm company states of an alarm at the Pikes Peak Brewing company. I made contact with an employee who was opening up for the day and accidently set 
off the alarm. Code 4, BWC used.

12/28/2021 7:40:00 AM Misty Morning Drive Art Assist Check The Welfare

RP reported hearing a dog in distress inside a garage at the above location.  I responded and could hear a dog moaning inside the garage.  While attempting to contact the 
homeowner at the front door an individual was seen leaving the garage area and he stated that the female dog was in heat and was intentionally separated from the male 
dog inside the residence.  Code 4.

12/28/2021 12:47:00 PM Promontory Way Art Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

 Assisted on a medical.

12/28/2021 9:46:00 PM Sugarbush Drive Karl Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP, who is out of town, reports seeing a suspicious red vehicle on his surveillance cameras driving around the cul-de-sac and pulling into his driveway numerous times.  
Upon arrival, the vehicle was gone.  I placed several packages that were delivered out of sight (BWC used for this action only).  Notified RP of findings.  Photo sent to WPS 
Duty Phone via text.

12/29/2021 3:21:00 AM WIA/Barn Shannon Open Doors Open Door/Window

While conducting a business check at the above location, I found the Barn doors were locked but were not latched and could be pulled open. I was able to secure the door 
without further incident.

12/29/2021 8:43:00 PM Chipped Arrow Way Karl Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above address, I found the lower level bedroom door unlocked.  Notified RP and resident via voice mail. Resident called and authorized me to enter and 
secure the door and exit the garage.  This was done while the resident was on the phone with me.  BWC used.

12/29/2021 10:15:00 PM Church of Woodmoor Shannon Criminal Activity Trespassing

12/30/2021 11:53:00 AM Harness Way Art Suspicous Activity Suspicious Person

RP reports VID 3268 has been parked in front of the above address and an individual was on the property taking pictures and they believed that the resident was not at 
home.  I responded and found that the homeowner was at home and an insurance adjustor was on site taking pictures.  Code 4.

12/30/2021 2:30:00 PM Blueberry Hills Road Art Vehicle/Traffic Abandoned Vehicle

RP reports that he reported to EPSO a female exited VID 3269 early in day and has not returned which was parked near his residence and the back rear window is broken 
out and has expired plates.  RP stated that the vehicle had a bunch clothes and trash inside.  Investigation continues by EPSO.

12/30/2021 2:30:00 PM Red Clover Lane Art Assist Assist Other Agency-Medical

Assisted on a medical.

12/30/2021 4:35:00 PM Blue Clover Lane Karl Open Doors Open Door/Window

While checking the above address, I found the garage door open.  I checked with RPs and they didn't know why it would be open as neither were at the house.  There didn't 
appear to be anything amiss.  I was on the phone with RP #2's husband who asked me if I could close the door.  Door closed by WPS while on scene.  Code 4.

12/30/2021 7:36:00 PM White Fawn Drive Karl Alarm Alarm

Alarm company reports front door burglary alarm activation at the above address.  Upon arrival I found a door open next to the garage.  After checking the exterior of the 
home, the resident called stating he thinks his kids didn't shut the door tightly and he was on his way.  Remained on scene until resident arrived.  Code 4.  BWC used.

12/30/2021 8:14:00 PM Oak Hills Drive Karl Assist Check The Welfare

RP reports flashing lights at the above address and states she has never seen this before and wanted me to check on her neighbor, an elderly man.  Upon arrival I contacted 
the resident who was fine.  Light was on motion sensor and was being set off by debris.  Notified RP of findings.  Code 4.  BWC used.

12/31/2021 9:22:00 AM Sloan Lane Kevin Animal Complaint Animal Complaint

RP states a German Shepard is running loose in the neighborhood.  I responded and was UTL.

12/31/2021 9:40:00 AM Rock Glen Circle Kevin Suspicous Activity Suspicious Incident

RP states a female person is sitting in her vehicle and is unresponsive.  I advised the RP to contact EPSO and I would be enroute.  I arrived and the vehicle was unoccupied.  I 
contacted the RP who stated before my arrival the female left the vehicle and headed west on Blueberry Hills carrying two bags and a blanket.  I checked the area and UTL.

12/31/2021 10:31:00 PM Monument Vision Clinic Bobby Suspicous Activity Suspicious Vehicle

RP called stating VID 3270 had pulled into the above location and parked next to her vehicle.  She stated she didn't recognize it and was concerned.  5W47 and myself 
responded to the area and found the vehicle unoccupied.  We offered to escort the RP to her car.  She stated she had more work to do and would call us when she left if the 
vehicle was still there.  As of 0032 hours, the RP's vehicle was no longer there.  Code 4.  BWC available.
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12/31/2021 11:21:00 PM Palmer Ridge High School Bobby Vehicle/Traffic Traffic Complaint

While in the area, I observed VID 3271 in the south parking lot doing doughnuts.  As I approached the vehicle it left the area and I was unable to make contact with it.  Code 
4.
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